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SECTION I 

Introduction: two long-run lines of research recommended 
for Machine Translation: one of them is translation obtained 
by the use of a "pidgin". 

It has been tacitly presupposed, in our work, that the 
only form of Mechanical Translation which is worth trying 
for is what we, indirectly following Bar-Hillel, call 
F.A.R.I.M.T. ("Fully Automatised Reasonably Idiomatic 
Mechanical Translation"). It might be further inferred, 
from what we have said, that, believing as we do that the 
basic problem of determining the nature of semantic structure, 
- technically called the Problem of Multiple Meaning or of 
polysemy - has got to be faced and solved before F.A.R.I.M.T. 
becomes even in principle attainable, we do not think it 
worth while even to try Experimental Machine Translation, - 
that, as Oettinger has said about us (1), we are "quixotic" 
about taking the step of trying it. 

This does not, however, represent the whole of the 
picture. We believe that there are two long-run lines of 
research which, with a Research Group of our composition 
and resources, are worth pursuing at the present time. 
One is interlingual F.A.R.I.M.T., done on a randomly chosen 
text, however short, with the aid of a very large thesaurus. 
The other is bilingual, word-for-word "pidgin" translation 
done with a large library of technical-word-and-phrase 
dictionaries. 

In this "pidgin" translation, two conditions are 
fulfilled: 

i) a different dictionary is used for each author 
(in literature) and each variant of each special subject 
(in science). With regard to the dictionary, therefore, 
the choice of the text is always non-random; 

ii) the translation is made, not into full English, but 
into a much more primitive, though still comprehensible, 
language, the nature of which is discussed in this paper, and 
which we will call "pidgin". 

(1) A. Oettinger: private communication to MM, June, 1959. 
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These two lines of Machine Translation Research have 
two features in common. They both set a low estimate, as 
opposed to the current high estimate, on the information- 
carrying value of grammar and syntax (see, however, the 
discussion of "piece-of-translation-information" below)(2). 
They also both set a high estimate, as opposed to the current 
low estimate, on the necessity of completely facing the 
multiple meaning problem before any kind of translation is 
attempted, no matter how. In the case of F.A.R.I.M.T., and 
according to the Cambridge Language Research Unit, multiple 
meaning problems must be attacked by finding a way of con- 
structing a very large thesaurus. 

In the case of "word-for-word" "pidgin" translation, 
they are attacked by the use of four devices. These are 
the following: 

i) the predominant use of phrases, rather than words, 
as the unit of the dictionary. (For the definition 
of "phrase", see below.) 

ii) by the antecedent multiplication of, and choice 
between, dictionaries. 

iii) by the deliberate use of two specially constructed 
types of symbol: a) widely ambiguous "pidgin" words, 
called here pidgin variables, which intuitively, 
the reader variously interprets, according to the 
context. b) by the use of a set of specially con- 
structed grammatico-syntactic symbols, called here 
pidgin markers, which can be used, if desired, for 
the further transformation of the text, 

iv) by omitting altogether the translation of complex 
grammatical and semantic features of the text, an 
attempt to translate which cannot fail to cause a 
disproportionate complication of the translation 
program.   The hope inspiring these omissions is, 
that, as it is these same features which cause com- 
plication within the thought-processes of the human 
translator, the text itself will be found to supply 
some alternative way (language being, as it is, 50 
percent redundant) of making the information supplied 
by the complicating features available. Each of these 

(2) CLRU ed. K. Spärck Jones, Semantic Patterns in Discourse. 
CLRU, ML112.  
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devices will be later exemplified. 

It can without difficulty be inferred from the above 
that the whole possibility of improving pidgin translation, 
as such, is dependent upon achieving a state of greater 
clarity as to what a "piece of translation-information" is. 
We propose to discuss this point after the report has been 
given of a series of pidgin-translation trials (or, in a 
rough and ready sense, experiments) which have been carried 
out by CLRU. Meanwhile, there are one or two general intro- 
ductory points which immediately need to be cleared up. 

It might be thought that mechanical pidgin-translation, 
as widely defined by the characteristics given above, is just 
another way of describing the output of any form of Experi- 
mental Machine Translation, no matter what. For, (it might 
be said), in all Experimental Machine Translation as at 
present practiced, a special dictionary is used to translate 
a limited subject-matter; phrases proliferate; pidgin variables 
(e.e. Reifler's "HE/SHE/IT") which do not occur in full 
English, form part of the translation-output; special gram- 
matical and/or syntax markers occur in the program , even if 
they are later eliminated; and some difficult grammatico- 
semantic features of English (e.g. the use of some auxiliary 
verbs, or of articles) are deliberately not accounted for 
by the program.  This is true: and that it is true is an 
integral part of our argument. It is also true, however 
that the line of research which I here want both to recommend 
and to report on requires using the phrase "Mechanical Pidgin" 
in a more restricted sense. In the wider sense, all current 
M.T. output is Mechanical Pidgin.  In the more restricted 
sense, the use of the five "pidginizing" devices given above 
does not fully characterize a Mechanical Pidgin. To be a 
Mechanical Pidgin generated by Mechanical Pidgin Research, 
as opposed to being an M.T. output produced as a first 
approximation to producing fuller English, a Mechanical 
Pidgin output must have the following characteristics, in 
addition to those which are outlined above: 

i) It must be produced by a "word-for-word" procedure 
which does not allow of any choices being included in the 
output, between which anyone reading the output must find    
a way to choose. "The theory behind this rule is that a 
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reader is less confused by a text containing occasional 
vague equivalents than by one containing all the possible 
equivalents of every word.”(3) 

This procedure has two consequences, both favourable 
for this research. Firstly, it forces the research group 
who use it to sophisticate their dictionary-work, rather 
than to sophisticate their program.   Secondly, it enables 
a sufficient quantity of Mechanical Pidgin to be easily 
generated for this to serve as raw material for analysis 
and further processing. 

ii) The program must contain no provision for changing 
the word-order of the text. That is to say, the actual  
semantic sequence of units as they come into the output   
language must be what the user reading the output has to 
understand - somehow.  

This forces research into semantic sequences in language, 
rather than into grammatical patterns in language. Another 
way of saying this, - which, however, encouraged contemporary 
grammarians to evade the issue, - is that this limitation 
pinpoints the importance of studying without cynicism what 
the older Latin grammarians called "the actual sequence of 
ideas"(4) 

(3) G.W. King, Final Report on Computer Set AN/GSQ-16(XW-1), 
Vol.VI, Information Coding & Format (1959), p.1. Published 
by I.B.M. Research Center, Yorktown Heights, N.Y.  This report, 
which will frequently be referred to in this paper, will be 
given the abbreviation IBM(N), "N" being the number of the vol. 
(4)..."Always try to take the ideas in the order in which the 
Latin presents them. Read every word as if it were the last on 
the page and you had to turn over without being able to turn 
back. The mind soon becomes accustomed to the order of any 
language, as we see by the constant and almost unnoticed in- 
versions of common speech and poetry.  If, however, you are 
obliged to turn back, begin again at the beginning of the sent- 
ence and proceed as before. The greatest difficulty to a be- 
ginner is his ability to remember the first parts of a complex 
idea. This difficulty can often be lessened by jotting down, 
in a loose kind of English, the words as they come in the 
Latin. In this way it is often easy to see what a string of 
words must mean, though we should never say anything like it 
in English...the emphatic position of words plays a most important 
part in Latin writing...try to feel the emphasis position as you 
read. As the translation (i.e. word-for-word translation) is made 
expressly to bring out explicitly the force of order, it should 
not be taken as a model of desirable translation. Such a transla- 
tion as is here given forces the emphasis on the attention more 
than is perhaps natural in English. The force is all present in 
the Latin, but in English, it may often be left to be brought 
out by the context, or by some kindred emphasis which the English  
substitutes. Caesar's Gallic War (Allen & Greenough's Edition),   
re-edited by J.B. Greenough, B.J. D'Ooge, & G. Daniell, London,   
1888, pp. lvii-lviii. [Italics ours]. As this work will be fre-   
quently referred to in this paper, it will be given the abbreviation A&G.
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The investigation of the nature of semantic sequences and 
of sequences of ideas is, however, so closely bound up with 
that of "pieces of information" that, in essence, the two 
have to be discussed together (see below), 

iii) The pidgin must be treated and studied throughout as 
a homogeneous language with properties of its own (and this 
without consideration of the fact that specimens of it may 
be derived from different source languages); not as a defective 
version of some other language, nor yet as a set of disconnected 
outputs with no ascertainable properties in common. 

Our object in defining a Mechanical Pidgin so restrictive- 
ly can best be shown by comparing the research-line which is 
being reported on in this paper with that undertaken by the 
M.T. group at the University of Washington, Seattle, working 
under the direction of Professor Erwin Reifler (5). The project 
of preparing a large Russian-English word-and-phrase lexicon, 
to be encoded on a computer with photoscopic memory but almost 
no logic, has caused this group to make an intensive and 
sophisticated examination of the types of translation which 
can be achieved by this means. In their Report, under the 
sub-heading, "Vast Storage Capacity Versus Logical Limitation", 
they say, "...[The photoscopic] translation-system has a 
memory device with practically unlimited storage (permanent 
storage of 30 x 106 bits). It has also an exceedingly low 
access tine (random access time on the order 0.05 seconds). 
But it does not yet have any logical equipment for linguistic 
purposes...We decided [therefore] to make full use of the 
vast storage capacity and to achieve an automatic solution of 
as many of our linguistic problems as possible through an 
optimum of lexicography [italics Reifler's]".(6) These terms 
of reference not only caused the Seattle group to consider, 
and to make the maximum use of, all the same translational 
devices which are also considered in this paper. It caused 
them also to make some highly general and cogent remarks, 
backed by tests, on the relevance of such devices to general 
problems of M.T. There is thus an analogy between the 

(5) University of Washington, Seattle, Linguistic and Engineering 
Studies in the Automatic Translation of Scientific Russian into 
English. (Prepared for the Intelligence Laboratory," Rome Air 
Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, N.Y.  Contract 
AF30(602)-1566 & AF30(602)-1827). Project Director, Dr. Erwin 
Reifler, Professor of Chinese. As this Report will be frequently 
referred to in this paper, it will be given the abbreviation ATR. 

(6) ATR, p. 7. 
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lexicographical work which was done by Professor Reifler and 

his associates and the lexicographical research which is 
being reported on here. But there is also a difference. 
In spite of the strong similarity between the M.T. pro- 
grams used by both groups, and of the tendency of all such 
programs to produce a highly "pidginized" output, it is still 
the case that, for developmental reasons, Professor Reifler 
and his groups desire to minimize the "pidginness" of their 
Mechanical Pidgin; they desire to make their output as much 
like full English as possible. CLRU, on the contrary, have 
set out to expand and to explore the "pidginness" of pidgin; 
to test the whole Mechanical Pidgin idea to destruction, in 
order to see what can be done with it and what cannot; and to 
gain knowledge of, - and if possible, to utilise for M.T. 
purposes, - any general characteristics which a Mechanical 
Pidgin may turn out to have which are independent of its 
particular language of origin. 

The body of this paper describes a minimal series of 
experiments designed to establish the general idea of a 
Mechanical Pidgin. The first of these was discussed by CLRU 
in the winter of 1955-56, but was not carried out until the 
winter of 1959-60; when the first thesaurus results were 
obtained, the whole idea of investigating Mechanical Pidgin 
per se was temporarily dropped. In 1958, however, a Latin-- 
English Mechanical Pidgin of c. 700 entries was constructed 
and put on punched cards, and some dry-run outputs were ob- 
tained from it, in order to serve as a control for other forms 
of M.T. The maxim was that no form of Latin-English M.T. 
justified itself, unless it was noticeably better than the 
Mechanical Pidgin translation of the same passage.  The 
extreme difficulty in doing better than the control revived 
CLRU's interest in the properties of Mechanical Pidgin as 
such; and in November-December 1959, after International 
Computers and Tabulators Ltd. had put a punched-card collator, 
sorter and reproducer-punch at our disposal, an actual pidgin- 
producing M.T. punched-card program was constructed and 
debugged.  (This program is given in Appendix I). This pro- 
gram performed the same operations as the I.B.M. photoscopic 
translation system, except that there was no "Rho-stuffing" 
program. 

(7) IBM(VI) , p.55, App. C.  Rho-stuffing is a device which with 
minimal logic and housekeeping, enables the two separated parts  
of any chunked formula to be correctly rejoined. 
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It chunked words into sub-words, not by a "peeling off" 
method, (8) but by a method called by R. M. Needham, who 
devised it, "exhaustive extraction" (9). It had also a 
phrase-finding procedure; and performed a one-one diction- 
ary match. It had no device for changing word-order, and 
has, as yet no mechanical device for actually printing out 
the output. Some output actually obtained by it is given 
in Appendix II. 

As soon as it was clear that the punched-card word-for- 
word M.T. program could be debugged and was actually going 
to work, the series of pidgin-constructing and pidgin-analys- 
ing experiments which had been designed over four years 
earlier was rediscussed, redesigned and actually, carried out. 
(These are Experiments 1-5, given below). These experiments 
led to much further and much more basic discussion of the 
potentialities of Mechanical Pidgin, and of the nature of 
a "piece of information". 

Meanwhile, in March 1960, and concurrently with all 
this discussion, we had received from Dr. G. W. King of I.B.M. 
some word-for-word output from the photoscopic translator. 
This output, which was approximately 6,000 words in length, 
had been obtained by mechanically translating articles from 
Pravda and Izvestia into English, and had not been post- 
edited in anyway. Since the I.B.M. photoscopic translator 
produces this type of information faster than any other 
method available, we decided to transfer to this output the 
set of pidgin-improvement devices which we had used in the 
smaller scale tests; the result of doing this is shown in 
the account given of Experiment VIII. The result of this 
experiment, together with the discussion of the nature of 
"translation-information" to which it led, seems to us to 
show that research into the nature of the "pidginness" of 
pidgin, though it brings up fundamental difficulties, is 
worth continuing; and some suggestions as to how it should 
be continued conclude this paper. 

 

(8) E. Reifler, "The Mechanical Determination of German Sub- 
stantive Composition", Studies in Mechanical Translation No.7, 
Dept. of Far Eastern Languages & Literature, University of 
Washington, Seattle. 

(9) M.Kay & T.R.McKinnon Wood, A Flexible Punched-card Pro- 
cedure for Word Decomposition, CLRU, ML119. 



 

    Two introductory points remain to be cleared up.  It 
will be argued, of course, by nearly all linguists, that 
analysis of Mechanical Pidgin per se will not be scientific 
at all, but artificial, since it is only the set of devices 
for generating it, namely its mechanicalness, which give it 
its apparent homogeneity. Such linguists will argue that 
since there is nothing in common in the texts in different 
languages from which the pidgin is produced, except the fact 
that they are all being used for translation into Mechanical 
Pidgin, any general characteristics of Mechanical Pidgin which 
nay emerge will be either characteristics of the English lan- 
guage  which are retained in the pidgin, or else charac- 
teristics which are directly inserted into the output by the 
use of the various "pidginizing" devices, and which therefore 
do not belong to any language at all. 

It can be shown, however, we think, that such considera- 
tions are not only implausible, but also unlinguistic. The 
devices which are used to produce a Mechanical Pidgin were 
not invented to mislead logicians and linguists. They were 
framed to enable a pidgin-language to translate as effectively 
as possible. Moreover, as has just been established above, 
these devices are characteristic, to a greater or less degree, 
of all M.T. outputs, whatever dictionary or program  is used 
to generate them, and from whatever language they initially 
come. Why, then, should they not be presupposed to be en- 
demic to language, and brought out into the open and examined 
as such? 

As to the accusation that other apparently general 
characteristics of Mechanical Pidgin are merely unconsciously 
retained characteristics of fuller English, not only is it 
the case that such characteristics of English can be identi- 
fied (see, once more, the discussion of a "piece of informa- 
tion"), but it is also the case that, in linguistic studies 
also, characteristics of the language in which the analysis 
is made can intrude into the language of which the analysis 
is made, and that precautions have to be taken against this. 
Moreover, in linguistic studies also, if the grammar of a 
language is to be the end-product, heterogeneities within the 
language due to time-difference, regional differences and 
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and differences  of authorship have to be disregarded,  if a 
homogeneous grammar is to be obtained (10), and these are no 
different, if formally considered, from the heterogeneities 
which appear in Mechanical Pidgin outputs when these are 
obtained from different source languages.(11) 

One final point: to say, "We believe that interlingual 
thesaurus-research, and Mechanical Pidgin research are the 
most promising long-run lines of research on Machine Transla- 
tion (note the words underlined) is not to be construed as 
an implied depreciation either of current experimental work 
being done on bi-lingual Machine Translation, or of the in- 
creasing current use of computers in linguistic textual 
analysis. What this paper desires to draw attention to is 
not a defect in current research, but a gap in it. Knowledge 
is accumulating about how to program a computer to handle 
translation-material. In time, we are sure, an international 
auto-coded library of M.T. sub-routines will be built up, 
and this, in itself, will be a very great gain in all fields 
of data-processing. At last, also, as linguists become more 

(10) There is some interesting discussion of both these 
problems in Late Archaic Chinese, a Grammatical Study, by 
W.A.C.H. Dobson, (Toronto, 1959), in which he makes a dis- 
tinction between analysis and statement. He there says 
(Introduction, pp. xv-xvi)..."No category [in the analysis] 
has been recognised which is identifiable only by exterior 
criteria (e.g. by prior translation into a 'reference language') 
...[But] an attempt [has been made] to resolve the problem in 
statement (though not in analysis) of describing the 'source 
language' (Late Archaic Chinese) in terms of the 'target lan- 
guage' (English). Hence, while analysis is purely formal, 
statement takes account of certain linguistic features of the 
language of description..." 

On the homogeneity question, he says, ..."Late Archaic 
Chinese is an abstraction. The term is a convenient descriptive 
label, nothing more. It represents a hypothetical norm for 
the literary language in use in North China in the fourth and 
third centuries B.C. ...Furthermore, the statement only claims 
to account exhaustively for the features of four samples taken 
from [four] authors, each of some two thousand 'characters' in 
length. The statement has, however, been tested over a wide 
range of authors and material of the period and found to be 
generally valid. In this description of LAC no account is 
taken of possible dialectical, regional or social stratifica- 
tions of the language, though the presence of such features 
is hinted in the material itself.." 

(11) See below, for examples of Mechanical Pidgin obtained 
from different source languages. 
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computer-minded, more of the exactly-obtained structural 
linguistic descriptions of languages made from adequate 
samples, and which we have so long desired, will begin to 
be available to serious scholars. All this is fine. Never- 
theless, consideration of the good things which we are going 
to get one day does not excuse us for not looking harder at 
what we have got now, especially those of us whose desired 
end-product is not general routines for data-processing, nor 
uni-lingual linguistic description, but Mechanical Translation 
itself. What is coming out of the machines at the minute is 
a pidgin, whose characteristics per se are never investigated 
nor their implications followed up. Either the samples of 
this pidgin are immediately post-edited into a more ordinary 
form of English: or it is explained away as "low-level M.T.", 
or "rough M.T;" (12)or some vague, euphoric remark is made 

to the effect that pidgin M.T. is all right for most purposes (13), 
which covers up the fact that no investigation is being made 
to discover what it is. It comes to this: either the "pidgin- 
ness" of current output is hastily forgotten about, or it is 
taken for granted. The suggestion made in this paper is that 
it should be hauled out into the light; and that this, together 
with thesaurus-research, - or indeed, of any other research 
which assists, instead of evading, down-to-the-bone considera- 
tion of polysemy, - are the long-run ways through to increasing 
our knowledge of Mechanical Translation, as opposed to increas- 
ing our knowledge of general data-processing, or computer- 
aided linguistic research. 

(12) Personal communication to MM from D. W. Davies, National 
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex, June, 1959. 

(13) ..."The translation system is capable of deriving adequate 
English equivalents for a high percentage of Russian inputs... 
I.B.M. (I), p. 12. ..."useful and meaningful translations can 
be performed automatically in most cases..." (I.B.M.(I), p. 20. 
..."The translation that follows each Russian entry is res- 
tricted to as few meanings as possible. For the most part, 
only one meaning is given... For these Russian words that have 
a common as well as a technical meaning, the dictionary lists 
only the technical English equivalent. We have found that 
our dictionary is sufficient for the purpose of providing 
comprehensible translations..." I.B.M.(VI), p. 13. 
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Experiment VIII: Sophistication, on principles 
developed in Experiments I-VII, 
of Raw-Pidgin output obtained 

              from I.B.M. 

    The design of this experiment was taken from that of 
Experiment V, but a longer text was produced and we had the 
benefit of a bi-lingual Russian consultant, Mr. G. Trapp, 
of the Department of Slavonic Studies, Cambridge University. 
The improvement as between the raw-pidgin and the sophisticat- 
ed pidgin output was therefore much more marked. 

This improvement was achieved above all by the prodigal 
use of phrases, and by the correct translating of proper 
names. With regard to the first, the definition of a phrase 
(or cliché) as established by Mr. Trapp, was, "Any combination 
of words which occurs twice or more in any given type of 
literature". This is the widest definition of a "phrase" 
which could possibly be given, and 42 such actual phrases 
were inserted into the text. 

The totality of possible phrases required to get this 
information over, in all its forms, is however, as computed 
by Mr. Trapp as 170 (about). It is worth remarking that 
Mr. Trapp insisted of his own accord on attaching minimal 
"x-values", based on strictly grammatical consideration, to 
each phrase, in spite of the fact that CLRU had by then 
definitely established that no such x-values could ever be 
computed. 

Examination of the words which the I.B.M. Russian-English 
dictionary had left untranslated revealed a depressing fact, 
relevant to all M.T., to which, in our view, too little notice 
as up to now been given. This is that, in any text for 
translation, understanding of a new word, (coined by the 
author for the purpose of constructing his argument), or of 
one rare word, (which almost certainly will not be in the 
dictionary) or of some key proper names, (which, if the 
input is Russian, the dictionary will almost try to translate, 
not knowing that they are proper names) is essential if the 
output is not to be garbage. At present, we see no short-term 
way round this difficulty. 

We were both horrified, as were the rest of CLRU, to 
discover, under the pithy guidance of Mr. Trapp, to what 
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extent we had misunderstood the I.B.M. raw-pidgin output 

without realizing that we had done so;  i.e.  the extent to 
which the raw-pidgin output was garbage. The raw-pidgin 
mistranslations of creation (hundredththief), defeat(disease), 
orthodoxy(rightglory), calendar(country) and belonging to 
(consisting in), together with proper names and occasional 
mis-chunkings greatly contributed to this. 

  We both wish to thank Dr. G. W. King, on behalf of 
CLRU, for making available to us, immediately on request, a 
large and assorted quantity of the I.B.M. output, even though 
he was warned of the use which would be made of it. 

The experiment was done by Masterman, Kay, Mr. Trapp 
and L. Braithwaite with punched-cards, not with paper slips, 
but the only use made of them was for 2-pocket sorting, to 
produce the lists. 

The list of documents relevant to the experiment, and 
which immediately follow, in order, is given below: 

List of documents used for or prepared in Experiment VIII: 

a) Photostatted Russian input text (from Pravda). 
b) Photostatted raw-pidgin output, supplied by I.B.M. 
c) Input text in list form, giving: 

      i) where Rho-stuffing was used in the experiment. 
      ii) English phrases created in the experiment. 
      iii) Russian phrases created in the experiment, with 

       phrase-increase "x-values". 
      iv) "Scientific-technical" special pidgin dictionary 

       words and phrases used in text. 
      v) "Science-and-religion" special pidgin-dictionary words 

       and phrases used in text. 
      vi) "Religious" special pidgin-dictionary words and phrases 

       used in the text. 
       vii) "Literary Vocabulary" special pidgin dictionary words 

       used in text. 
    d) Sophisticated pidgin-output, annotated. 
    e) Idiomatic English translation of text, prepared by Mr. 
       Trapp and L. Braithwaite. 



 





 



 





 





 



 





 



Conclusion and Summary 

The series of experiments reported in this paper 
were performed with the following objects, practical and 
analytic, in view: 

A. Practical Objectives 

i) To provide, by using a strict word-for-word procedure, 
control-translations for certain pieces of text which were 
also being mechanically translated or mechanically analyzed 
by other means.  See especially on this Experiments VI and VII, 

We shall continue to use this procedure for obtaining 
word-for-word control-translations, as and when we need them; 
but it is intended that, before we use the program again, 
we shall add to it the developments, and, among these, espe- 
cially the Rho-stuffing device, listed under ii) below. 

ii) To use punched-card machinery for Experimental M.T. 
See especially, on this, Appendix I of this paper, and also 
the following sections of the long photo-lithoed CLRU Report, 
currently being issued: A Flexible Punched-Card Procedure 
for Word Decomposition, by M. Kay and T. R. McKinnon Wood 
(now ready) and Notes on the Presentation of Punched-Card 
Programs, by M. Kay and C. Wordley (in press). 

On pp. 26-27 of the former paper three improvements 
which it is intended to make to the program are described 
in outline. The first of these is to keep separate in the 
dictionary a sub-dictionary of initial chunks. The second 
is to have a new character in the alphabetic code marking 
the end of a word.  (This has the same effect upon the pro- 
gram as inserting into the dictionary a separate dictionary 
of final chunks, but because of the nature of the hardware, 
a different technique has to be used.) The third is, 
effectively, Rho-stuffing as used by I.B.M. and which is 
called by CLRU congruence matching. 

All these three additions can be inserted into the 
program with minimal trouble. In addition, survey-work 
will be done to see if it is worth while to add to the 
program a routine for finding discontinuous phrases occurring 
in the input text.  (The program already finds continuous 
phrases, as can be seen by looking at Operations 5 and 6, 
in Appendix I). 
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iii) To enable any required number of Experimental M.T. 
trials to be carried through quickly and cheaply and with 
simple machinery, so that subsequent programs, and together 
with large pidgin dictionaries, prepared for big digital 
computers could be drawn up with less wastage of time 
and labour than is currently accepted as inevitable in 
Experimental M.T. work. 

We are at present not sure how many more such punched- 
card experiments we shall do in the immediate future (see 
on this the discussion of theoretic objectives below). What 
we are clear about is that the more we use punched-card 
machinery for this purpose, the better we like it. It is 
simple to use, unpretentious, and yet completely determinate; 
it drastically cuts the cost and labour of M.T. experimentation, 
while yet encouraging enterprise and imagination in it. It 
also encourages a certain light-heartedness; the cost of 
failure, when produced by this method, is not so high as 
to prevent experiments being done which, like Experiment III, 
look at first sight plain silly. Thus, by using this tech- 
nique, M.T. Experiments become really experiments, (though 
sometimes, like Experiment V, trivial and futile). On this 
technique, M.T. experiment is sharply distinguishable from 
M.T. demonstration. 

B. Theoretic Objectives 

The deeper, theoretic objectives of the exercise 
were the following: 

i) To analyse the whole concept of Mechanical Pidgin as 
it stands; given that some form of Mechanical Pidgin is what 
is in fact being currently generated by all M.T. programs of 
all kinds, although it is usually immediately post-edited 
into fuller English. See especially for a discussion on 
this, Section I, The Introduction. 

ii) To see whether it is possible to evolve any principles 
of design, for a Mechanical Pidgin, so as to facilitate and 
speed-up the whole process of experimental M.T. dictionary- 
making. 

To date, this effort has been only partially successful 
(see on this Experiments II, IV and VIII), since we have 
not yet tackled the basic problem of getting down the rate 
of phrase-increase, which alone (as Experiments V and VIII 
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show) checks the emergence of the phenomenon of M.T. 
garbage-production. 

Nevertheless, we are glad that we made the effort, 
and feel that we know something more of the pidgin-basis 
of language as a result of it. In particular, we are 
interested in exploring further Zipf's Group I-Group II 
distinction as brought out by Experiment III. 

To analyse this distinction on sufficiently large 
samples to be interesting requires a character-recognition 
machine. When a great many kinds of information are to be 
extracted from one text, it is indeed worthwhile, as many 
people, headed by by Oettinger, have pointed out, to key- 
punch it. When, however, only one kind of information is 
to be extracted from many texts, the use of a character- 
recognition machine becomes imperative. 

iii) To see if there can be found any reliable inter- 
lingual basis, which could be used to guide the design of 
any Mechanical Pidgin. See especially on this Experiment IV. 

Although this objective may sound far-reaching, we are 
concerned to pursue it; and the further set of suggested ex- 
periments which are given below would be, in our view, very 
well worth doing, though we do not, at present, see ourselves 
having time in the immediate future to do them. 

Further suggested experiments to develop a generally appli- 
cable Mechanical Pidgin; 

1) Take sets of sentences comparable to those used in 
these experiments, but from other sets of 20 languages. 
Compare the analyses of the markers of the resulting "languages" 
land analyse for overlap of function. 
  2) Take 20 paragraphs, instead of 20 sentences, from 
the set of 20 languages chosen by Richens. Compare the 
analysis of the resulting "language" with the analysis ob- 
tained by these experiments. 
 3) Repeat Experiment IV, using other languages to form 
the basis of the output pidgin: e.g. Russian, Hungarian, 
Chinese. Compare the resulting sets of markers for trans- 
lateability. 
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In other words, there is a research future, in 
our view, for pidgin-marker research, if only in the 
hope of obtaining further light than we have now on the 
role of prepositions (and their post-positional transla- 
tion-analogues), and of post-verbs (and their pre-posi- 
tional translation-analogues) in fuller languages. 

For the senses in which "pre-positional" and "post- 
positional" are used here, see Experiment IV. 

iv) To examine the whole phenomenon of phrase-increase in 
dictionaries. 

To do this completely would be, in our view, to test 
word-for-word M.T. to destruction. This being so, it will 
be evident that both our Experiments (V & VIII) and our 
analysis of the way to treat the phenomenon are inadequate. 
See especially, on the latter, the unsatisfactory discus- 
sion of the desirability, and impossibility, of computing 
what are there unsatisfactorily called “phrase-increase 
factors" for any M.T. dictionary. 

Nevertheless, we are glad to have made the attempt. 
Making it, and especially, performing Experiment VIII, has 
brought the phenomenon of M.T. garbage-production to our 
notice with a new urgency. And if the only way to correct 
it, in word-for-word M.T., is by a huge-scale phrase-increase, 
then it is clear, too, that the basic and urgent research- 
problem, for this kind of M.T., is to learn how first to get 
insight into, and then control, the present unbridgeable 
activity of M.T. phrase-making. 

We are already starting to tackle this problem by 
making a sample thesaurus of phrases, giving "pieces of 
information", these "pieces of information" being inter- 
lingually defined and interrelated by means of an inter- 
lingua with two connectives and of the order of 100 elements. 
By means of this we can define, for the first time, "low- 
level translation" in such a way as to separate all forms 
of it from "garbage"+. But even this sample thesaurus is 
not nearly finished yet. 

*This phenomenon was first pin-pointed by Ida Rhodes at 
the M.T. conference at Los Angeles, held in February, 1960, 
+At present, "low-level M.T." and "garbage M.T." are 
formally indistinguishable, and the fact that they are in- 
distinguishable constitutes the impasse in which Experimental 
M.T. is increasingly landing itself. 
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   For the grisly fact remains, - and it is equally 
relevant to all forms of M.T., that in order to get any 
technical phrase or cliché out of an M.T. dictionary or 
thesaurus, you have first to put it into it. And there 
are a great many technical phrases and clichés in language. 

Margaret Masterman 
Martin Kay 

Cambridge Language Research Unit 
 July 13th 1960 


